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be. adequately. dealt. with. by. imposing. administrative. sanctions. by. the.
governing.and.supervisory.agencies,.both.under.the.Telecommunications.
Law.as.well.as.the.Consumer.Protection.Law..It.is.proposed.that.it.would.
be.more.effective. to.apply. the.Consumer.Protection.Law. in.such.cases,.
as. it. contains. provisions. concerning. the. threat. of. alternative. criminal.
punishment. in. the. form.of. confinement. or. fines,. along.with. additional.











News. have. been. spreading. in. Indonesia. recently. concerning. criminal.
acts. of. the. theft. of. pulses,. allegedly. committed. by. business. actors. operating.
telecommunication.networks.and.services.(hereinafter.referred.to.as.Operators).
















which. is. considered.as.an.act.of.giving.consent. to. the.accept. the.use.of. such.
service. feature.which. is. to. be. extended. in. the. subsequent.month. unless. the.
user.concerned.states.its.withdrawal.or.rejects.renewal..At.the.same.time,.it.is.
generally. felt.among.consumers.that. the. feature. for.rejection,.deactivation.or.
deregistration.(known.under.the.popular.term.”unregister”).does.not.function.
properly..
In. addition. to. the. above,. the. theft. of. pulses. also. occurs. as. a. result. of.
premium. SMS. services,. whereby. users. subscribing. for. certain. content. are.
charged.premium.SMS.charges. for.each.SMS. they.send.or. receive..There. is.a.
great.variety. in. the. form.of.offers.and.promotion..There.are.content.services.
offered.through.operators.launching.promotion.through.SMS.broadcasting,.while.
some.others.are.promoted.through.other.forms.of.media.such.as.mass.media.
advertising.(TV.broadcasting.or.newspapers),. inviting.potential. customers. to.
register.as.an.act.of.consent.to.subscribe..Moreover,.in.the.course.of.the.latest.
developments,. Operators. are. using. pop-screen. technology. attached. to. the.
SIM.card.hardware.at. the. time.of. issuing.new.numbers,.whereby. the. system.
automatically.activates.a.content.service.menu.to.customers..The.question.still.




several. years. ago,. in. response. to.which. the.Minister. for.Communication. and.
Information. issued. Ministerial. Regulation. No.:. 1/Per/M.Kominfo/01/2009.
Tahun.2009.concerning.the.Operation.of.Premium.Message.Services.and.Short.
Text.Messaging.to.Multiple.Destinations.(Broadcast),.hereinafter.referred.to.as.
“Premium.SMS.Ministerial.Regulation”.. It. basically.provides. for. the.provision.





with. two. attachments,. the. first. concerning. the. format. of. registration. data. required,. namely:. the. name.








This.Circular.Letter.was. issued. in.view.of.BRTI’s. findings. in. the.course.of. supervision.conducted.by. it,.
namely. that. in.organizing.premium.message.and. short messaging service/SMS. to.multiple.destinations.
(broadcast):. (i). –There.are. (i). –Operators.of.premium.messaging. services. that.have.not.yet.obtained.a.
license,. yet. they.have.been.providing.premium.messaging. services;. (ii). –The.use.of. access.number.not.
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rise. to. grave. concern. and. criticism.by. the. public. as. to. the. ineffectiveness. of.
the.said.regulation..Speculation.has.become.widespread.concerning.favoritism.
to.Operators. or. the. existence.of. conflict. of. interest. between. the. government.
cq. the. Indonesian. Telecommunications. Regulatory. Board. (Badan Regulasi 
Telekomunikasi Indonesia. or. briefly. referred. to. as. “BRTI”)3. and. Operators..
The. situation. has. been. further. aggravated. by. the. government’s. relatively.
slow.movement. in.taking.action.for.the.prevention.of. increasingly.protracted.
consumer. losses,. even. though. the. government. cq. BRTI. eventually. imposed.





is. rather. logical. in. view.of. the. impacts. created. by. tight. competition. and. the.
growing.Blackberry.services,.leading.to.a.decrease.in.the.use.of.basic.telephony.
and. SMS. services.. Obviously,. Operators. had. to. look. for. other. ways. to.make.
























No.31/Pe/M.kominfo/8/2009.concerning. the. stipulation.of.BRTI. revising. the.Decree.of. the.Minister.of.
Transportation.No..KM.31.Year.2003.concerning. the.Stipulation.of. the. Indonesian.Telecommunications.
Regulatory.Body.(BRTI)..In.addition.to.the.authority.for.multimedia.licensing,.BRTI.also.has.regulatory,.
supervisory.and.control.authorities..(10.Regulation.includes.the.formulation.and.stipulation.of.provisions.
concerning. the. operation. of. telecommunication. network. and. services,. namely. as. follows:. Licensing.








provision.of. content. through.SMS.broadcast;. (ii).deactivate/unregister. all. types.of. services. and.enable.
re-registration. for. consenting. parties,. (iii). request. recapitulation. data. on. the. user’s. pulses.which.have.
been.deducted,.(iv).require.to.return.the.pulses.to.the.users.concerned,.and.(v).require.business.actors.to.
comply.with.the.mandatory.requirement.to.report.in.writing.and.periodically.









issue. of. the. theft. of. pulses,. and. urged. law. enforcement. agencies. to. impose.
criminal.punishment.on.deceitful.CPs.in.order.to.create.a.deterrent.effect.and.
ensure.that.actions.would.not.be.repeated.5.This.issue.became.the.center.of.an.
increasingly. heated. debate. in. light. of. the. opinion. expressed. by. criminal. law.
experts. stating. that. the.provisions.of. the.Anti-Money.Laundering.Law.would.
have.to.be.applied.in.these.cases.in.order.to.ensure.that.all.parties.involved.were.
subject. to. thorough. investigations.. It.was. alleged. that. the. revenues.obtained.
from. the. theft. of. pulses. were. rather. significant. reaching. trillions. of. rupiah,.





seem. to. indicate. that. the. provisions. of. existing. laws. and. regulations. appear.





sense. of. justice. to. the. people. who. have. served. as. an. arena. for. exploitation.





in. companies. allegedly. committing. such. deceit. (CP,. Operators). are. currently.
being.handled.or.investigated..
Based. on. the. foregoing,. the. author. is. of. the. view. that. there. is. a. need.
for.a.more.comprehensive.research.and.analysis.of.this.issue,.by.observing.all.
types.of. legal. liabilities.under.prevailing. laws.and.regulations,. including.civil,.
administrative.as.well.as.criminal.liabilities..
II. Analysis of the Telecommunications Law and Consumer Protection
Law






6.Detik.com,.(2012)..Police: Losses from Toll Theft More Than Rp 1 Trilion, accessed.at.http://inet.
detik.com/read/2012/03/22/190313/1874860/328/polisi-kerugian-pencurian-pulsa-lebih-dari-rp-1-
triliun






dynamics. is. referred. to. as. the. development. of. a. new. industry,. namely. the.







of. telecommunication. operations. is. aimed. fulfilling. consumers’. objective.7.
Accordingly,. the. Ministry. of. Communication. and. Information. (hereinafter.
referred. to. as.Kominfo). has. the. authority. to. issue. regulations. for. consumer.
protection. as. a. preventive.measure.. Furthermore,. the. policy. pattern. set. out.
in. the.Regulation.of. the.Minister. of.Kominfo.No.. 1.Year.2009. concerning. the.
Operation. of. Premium.Message. Services. and. Short. Text.Messaging. (SMS). to.
Multiple.Destinations.(broadcast).is.also.rather.unique,.because.in.its.capacity.
as.the.state.administrative.agency.which.has.the.authority.to.control,.manage.
and. administer. the. operation. of. telecommunication. services,. it. appears.










Regulation. appear. to. be. adequate,. as. they. set. forth. a. mechanism. for.
administering. subscriptions. (without. prior. registration),. the. provision. of.
call. centers,. the.minimum.standard. for. the. administration.of. the.prohibition.
to. impose. registration. fee,. and. similar.matters.. However,. the. administrative.
impact. of. merely. requiring. registration. is. the. tendency. to. engage. in. free.
business.and.it.creates.an.opportunity.for.misappropriation.or.non-compliance.
with.the.substantive.rules.set.out.in.the.above.mentioned.ministerial.regulation..






services.. (30. Registration. as. intended. in. paragraph. (2). is. conducted. by. using. a. registration. form. and.
attaching.a.statement.as.intended.in.Attachments.I.and.II.of.the.regulation.
9.The.Indonesian.saying.is.as.follows:..“bagai makan buah simalakama: dimakan bapak mati, tidak 











of. a. separate. business. between. suppliers. of. communication. mere. conduit.
and. the.content.providers.as.a.destination.calls.. In. their.understandings,. the.
Operators.are.providing.only.the.mere.conduit.as.the.communication.channel,.
while. the. content. service. is. actually. a. direct. legal. relationship. between. the.







However,. there. is. an. interesting. fact. because. actually. before. the. User.
accept. the. services. from. the. CP. or. Operator,. there. has. already. had. a. prior.
cooperation. agreement. between. the. CP. and. Operator. for. delivering. their.
services.to.the.users..In.the.context.of.some.certain.cases,.the.business.model.







an. extremely. dominant. bargaining. position,. and. therefore. naturally. the. CP.
just. follows. the.operating.business.model.determined.by. the.Operator..All.of.
the.incomes.actually.came.from.the.Operator’s.side.in.delivering.their.network.
services.
From. the. business. point. of. view,. how. to. proceeds. from. the. access. to.
the.providing.the.content.constitute.the.Operator’s.and.CP’s.shared.revenues..






Technically. speaking,. the.Application. System.used. is. not. developed. by.
the.CP,.rather,.it.is.obtained.from.the.Operator,.it.was.installed.and.connected.






vis-a-vis. CPs,. Kominfo. should. exercise. its. authority. to. ensure. that. for. the.
purpose.of.opening.up.a.business.opportunity.to.the.content.industry.there.is.








perspective,. namely. whether. from. the. point. of. view. of. consumers. their.
responsibilities.can.be.separated,.while.as.far.as.consumers.are.concerned.they.
should.be.liable.jointly.and.severally..In.the.consumers’.perspective,.the.scope.
of. business. actors. dealing.with. consumers. certainly. includes. every. business.
actor. jointly. and. directly. contributing. to. the. operation. of. services. used. by.
the. consumers. concerned.. Even.more. uniquely,. the. basic. contract. is. the. use.
of. network.with. the. consequence. of. paying. for. the. pulses. used;. accordingly,.
in. the.mind.of.consumers.the.basic. legal.relationship. is. in. fact. the.use.of. the.
telecommunication. network. and. services. concerned.. In. the. context. of. using.
content.services,. the.pulses.used.are.a. tool.of.payment..Content.supply. is.an.
additional.feature.with.the.consequence.of.the.used.pulses.being.charged.by.the.
Operator,. rather. than.being.billed.separately.by. the.CP.directly. to.customers..
This.can.be.in.the.form.of.billing.for.content.subscription.services.to.users.of.









In. practice,. such. discrepancy. in. perception. also. brings. an. impact. of.
technical.nature.on.the.quality.of.customer.services,.namely,.users.do.not.receive.






10. Article. 10. paragraph. (1). of. the. Telecommunications. Law. provides. for. the. prohibition. of.
telecommunication. operation. activities.which.may. potentially. cause.monopolistic. practices. and. unfair.
business.competition.among.telecommunication.operators..At.the.same.time,.paragraph.(2).provides.that.
the.Prohibition.as. intended. in.paragraph.(1). is. in.accordance.with.the.applicable. laws.and.regulations..
Even.though.these.provisions.refer.back.to.Law.No..5.Year.1999.concerning.the.Prohibition.of.Monopolistic.
Practices.and.Unfair.Business. competition.which. is.an.ex-post. regulation,. the.consequence.of. its.being.
mentioned.in.the.Telecommunications.Law.is.that.it.becomes.an.ex-ante.provision.and.it.is.the.duty.of.the.
administrative.authority.concerned.to.exercise.supervision..Customers.are.individuals,.legal.entities,.government.agencies.using.telecommunication.network.
and/or. services. based. on. contract;. at. the. same. time,. Users. are. individuals,. legal. entities,. government.
agencies.using.telecommunication.network.and/or.services.without.a.contract;.(underline.by.the.author).
12. Article. 14:. Every. user. of. telecommunications. has. an. equal. right. to. use. telecommunication.
network.and.services.with.due.observance.of.applicable. laws.and.regulations..Article.17:.Operators.or.
telecommunication. network. and/or. services. are. obligated. to. provide. services. based. on. the. following.
principles:.(a).equal.treatment.and.the.best.possible.services.to.all.users;.(b).enhanced.efficiency.in.the.
operation.of.telecommunications;.and.(c).the.fulfillment.of.service.standards.and.the.provision.of.facilities.
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The.big.question.is,.whether.it.can.be.considered.that.Operators.and.CPs.
fulfill. their. obligations. as.business. actors. to.protect. consumers’. rights. as. set.






Basically,. consumers’. right. to. have. security. and. safety. is. in. fact. also. a.
manifestation. of. the. protection. of. the. principle. of. every. person’s.Privacy.. In.
general,. the. protection. of. privacy. is. not. limited. to. protecting. one’s. comfort.

























consent. to. disclose. such. data. to. another. party.. Therefore,. the. proposal. put.
forward.by.business.actors.to.amend.the.SMS.Premium.Ministerial.Regulation.
based.on.the.’Do Not Call Registry’.paradigm.is.in.fact.a.mistake..
It. can. be. stated. that. the. Indonesian. legal. system. does. not. adopt. the.
’option-out policy’. as. the. Telecommunications. Law. does. not. accommodate.
it,.while.the.Consumer.Law.expressly.provides.for.the.Consumers’.rights.and.




(1),. the. telecommunication. operator. concerned. shall. be. obligated. to. provide. the. same.. (3). Provisions.
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personal.data.under.Article.26.of.law.No..11.Year.2008.concerning.Information.
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of. consumers’. rights. and. improved. quality. of. services. on. the. one. hand,. and.
protection.in.the.context.of.certainty.for.conducting.business.activities.on.the.
other.. Therefore,. within. the. scope. of. corporate. action. criminal. punishment.
in. the. form. of. fine,. rather. than. detainment,. should. be. given. priority,. unless.
there. is.misappropriation. for. personal. interest. by.members. of. the. board. of.
directors.acting.beyond.their.authorities..Indeed,.the.deterrent.effect.towards.
corporations. should. not. be. aimed. at. extinguishing. the. corporation. itself..














Based. on. the. above. mentioned. Article,. law. enforcement. agencies. are.






for. the.damages. incurred.. In. the.author’s.opinion,.with. the.provisions.of. this.
article.there.is.no.longer.a.need.to.apply.general.criminal.punishment.articles,.
unless. the. fault. of. individuals. abusing. their. office. is. found. in. the. course. of.
investigation,. in. which. case. general. criminal. punishment. articles. would. be.
applicable.against.the.individuals.concerned..
III. Analysis of the Administrative Liability of the Kominfo Ministry and 
BRTI 
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control. function. should. not. be. implemented. administratively. by. the. BRTI,.
which.is.clearly.in.the.regulatory.domain..Certainly.not.with.the.argument.that.
its.chairperson.and.secretariat.are.supported.by.the.Directorate.General.of.Post.
















the. applications,. or. it. continues. to. reissue. blank. checks. of. trust. to. business.
actors.. Applications. should. be. seized. and. examined. forensically. to. establish.
whether.the.system.concerned.has.been.developed.and.operated.appropriately,.




sets. forth. the. requirement. for. business. actors. to. organize. their. electronic.
systems.in.a.reliable,.secure.and.responsible.manner..As.a. lesson.learnt. from.
the. foregoing,. the.Ministry.of.Komfindo. should. realign. itself. in.organizing. its.
working.functions,.ensuring.that.immediate.changes.are.made.in.the.distribution.
of. work,. which. tends. to. be. parallel. due. to. sectoral. domination,. to. become.
serial. distribution. of. work. between. the. Directorate. General. of. Operations.










System.has.the.capacity. in.accordance.with.the.given.specification..“Responsible”.means.that. there. is.a.
legal.subject.which.is.legally.responsible.for.the.Operation.of.the.Electronic.System.concerned.
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to. secure. instruments. of. evidence,. namely. by. seizing. the. application. system.
used.to.provide.content,.by.conducting.prompt.forensic.analysis.and.by.taking.
the. necessary. steps. to. ensure. that. individuals. committing.misappropriation.




article. (m). the. Consumer. Dispute. Settlement. Board. (”BPSK”). also. has. the.






































Therefore,. according. to. the. concept. of. fault. in. an. Unlawful. Act. (tort),.
which. is.not.measured.only.based.on.norms.in. laws.and.regulations.but.also.
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based. appropriateness. in. developing. business. practices,. business. actors.
are. liable. for. losses. suffered. by. consumers.. The. norm. against.which. fault. is.
measured.is.set.forth.not.only.Article.15.of.the.Telecommunications.Law,19.the.
Consumer.Protection.Law.and. in.Article.15.of.UU ITE,. fault. is.also.measured.
from. the. aspect. of. appropriateness,. namely. that. business. actors. must. act.
honestly.in.running.their.business..All.of.the.above.mentioned.three.laws.adopt.
the.paradigm.of.“presumed liability”.by.imposing.obligation.on.business.actors.
to. pay. compensation. for. damages. to. consumers.. In. other. words,. the. basic.
assumption.is.that.business.actors.must.take.responsibility,.except.for.cases.in.
which.the.fault.is.not.caused.by.them..However,.the.question.still.remains:.who.














V. Analysis of General Criminal Liability 
It. needs. to. be. understood. that. the. currently. applicable. Criminal. Code.
refers.to.criminal.acts.committed.by.individuals,.and.there. is.still.an.ongoing.
debate. as. to.whether. it. is. applicable. to. criminal. acts. of. corporations.. There.
are.at.least.three.allegations.of.general.criminal.acts.in.the.case.of.pulse.theft..
These.include.the.application.of.the.article.on.Theft.(article.362.of.the.Criminal.
Code),20. Embezzlement. (Articles. 372,. 373. or. 374. of. the. Criminal. Code)21. or.
19. Article. 15. of. the. Telecommunications. Law:. (1). In. the. event. of. fault. and/or. negligence. of.
a. telecommunication. operator. which. causes. a. loss,. the. parties. suffering. such. a. loss. shall. be. entitled.
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Fraud.(Article.378.of.the.Criminal.Code).22.
In. the. author’s. view,. it. is. difficult. to. apply. the. article. on. theft. in. this.
context,.as.it.does.not.fulfill.the.essential.elements.of.the.crime.as.formulated.in.
the.Criminal.Code..One.of.the.key.elements.is.the.movement.of.an.object/goods.
(barang).and.the.scope.of.definition.of.goods.as.an. ‘object’. (barang).. Indeed,.
in.some.electricity.theft.cases.in.the.past.the.broad.or.widening.interpretation.
of. the. ‘object’.was. used. at. that. time,. thus. the. electricity. could. be. intepreted.
as.included.in.the.scope.of.the.definition.of. ‘object’..Technically.speaking,.this.
was. acceptable. considering. that. there.was. indeed. a.movement. taking. place.
of. the. electricity.which.were.moved. through. the. cable. electronically,. namely.
the. electronic. flow. itself.. It. could. be. proved. by. having. the. electricity. power.
as.the.result..However,.the.question.is.whether.it.is.possible.to.make.a.similar.
interpretation.in.this.context,.bearing.in.mind.that.in.fact.‘pulse’23.is.not.the.same.
as.an. ‘object’. as.well.as. the.electricity..That. is.because,. in. technical.meaning,.
pulse.is.namely.a.time.unit.of.the.use/utilization.of.telecommunication.services..





the. existence.of. a. receivables. right. (piutang). for. telecommunication. services.
which.have.not.been.used.yet..
At. the. same. time,. the. articles. on. Embezzlement. and. Fraud. may. still.
be. potentially. applied,. as. all. of. the. essential. elements. of. their. criminalizatio.
provisions. may. be. fulfilled.. Under. the. article. on. Embezzlement,. it. could. be.
interpreted. that. the. object. should. had. indeed. already. in. the. possession. of.
the. perpetrator,. as.well. as. the. pulse. is. in. the. electronic. system.managed. by.

















22. Fraud:. . (Article. 378. of. the. Criminal. Code):. Any. person. acting. with. the. intention. to. obtain.
personal.benefit.or.benefit. for.another.person.in.an.unlawful.manner.either.by.using.a.false.name.or.a.
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VI. Conclusion










application.used..Therefore,.Kominfo.needs. to. improve. its. regulations,.not.




and.duties.of.Ditjen Aptika cq. information.security.director.is.more.relevant.
in. this.matter,. as.opposed. to. taking. into.account.only. the.business.model.







2.. The. opportunity. for. misappropriation. and. inappropriate. use. of. business.
opportunities.by.Operators.and.CPs.arises.as.a.result.of.ineffective.regulation,.
supervision.and.control,.hence.there.is.a.need.for.the.enhancement.of.the.





for. Operations. and. also. Ditjen Aptika.. Those. Directorate. general. should.
coordinate.in.serial.process.to.make.the.e-system.used.in.CP.services.became.
accountable.or.trustworthy.to.the.public...
3.. The. opportunity. for. misappropriation. also. arises. as. a. result. of. the. non-
comprehensive. telecommunications.operational. eligibility. test.which.does.
not.include.examination.of.the.computer.program.application.system.used..
Therefore,. the. introduction.of.every.additional. feature.or.new.application.
in. the. old. application. system. already. in. operation. should. also. be. based.
on. notification. and. approval. from. the. fostering. and. supervisory. agency.
concerned..
4.. In. the.context.of. corporations,.dispute. resolution.should.be.aimed.at. civil.
law. settlement,. whereby. judicial. decisions. granting. immaterial. claims.
could.function.as.”punitive.damages”.to.serve.as.a.lesson.to.operators,.thus.
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discouraging. them. from. making. such. and. similar. activities. become. the.
nature.of.their.business..Operators.must.recover.consumers’.rights.by.paying.
a.certain.amount.of.compensation.for.damages.to.them..
5.. At. the. same. time,. in. view. of. criminal. law. settlement. in. the. context. of.









Code. is. relevant. only. in. cases.which. involve. individuals. or. elements. in. a.
corporation.who.abuse.their.authorities.and.take.benefit.from.it..
6.. In. view. of. recommendations. for. future. improvements. in. the. area. of.
operations,.Kominfo.needs.to.take.initiative.in.combining.the.convergence.
of. the. functions.and.work.of.various. independent. institutions.supporting.
state. administration. and. consisting. of. representatives. of. business.
actors. and. the. community. (Self. Regulatory. Organization). which. are.
related. to. the. convergence. of. telematics.. By. doing. so,. it. is. expected. that.
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